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Kaichou wa maid- sama parents guide

Wikipedia listing article The cover of the first Blu-ray anthomer of the anime Kaichō wa Maid-sama!, released by Geneon Universal Entertainment; starring the main characters Misaki Ayuzawa (left) and Takumi Usui (right). Maid Sama! is an anime adaptation of Fujiwara Hiro's manga of the same name. [1] Produced by J.C.Staff and directed by Hiroaki
Sakurai,[2] Maid Sama! following the relationship and romance between Misaki Ayuzawa, the female student council president of Seika High School, which used to be all the boys who are currently in the same school but are still the male-dominated, and Takumi Usui, the most mysterious and famous boy at Seika High, who knows Misaki secretly works parttime at a maid café. The anime aired in Japan from April 1 to September 23, 2010 on tokyo broadcasting system[3] and was later aired three days after airing in Asia from April 4 to September 26, 2010 on Animax Asia with English subtitles. [4] In North America, The Anime Network began streaming the film through their streaming player on June 15,[5] and
distributed it via Video On Demand on August 5, 2010. The film was licensed in North America by Sentai Filmworks. The English version of Animax Asia aired in Southeast Asia from November 25, 2010 to December 30, 2010. The opening song, titled My Secret, was performed by Saaya Mizuno; it was released on May 26, 2010 in normal and special
editions,[6] and was ranked 37th on Oricon's singles chart. [7] The first ending song was Yokan (予感) performed by rock band Heidi.; the single was released on May 26, 2010 in normal and special editions,[6] and was ranked 32nd on Oricon's singles chart. [8] The second ending song, used from episode 16 onwards, was ∞Loop (∞ ルーシ) which was also
performed by Heidi; the single was released on August 25, 2010 in normal and special editions,[9] and was ranked 48th on Oricon's singles chart. [10] The list of episodes no. 1. Original title airdate 1Misa is a Sama Maid! Pronunciation: Misaki-chan wa Meido-sama! (Japanese: 美咲ちゃシはメイド様!) On 1 April 2010 (2010-04-01)[3] Misaki Ayuzawa was
the first female student council president of the former Seika High School. While she was highly respected by female students and staff, male students were both frightened and hated her. A special student, Takumi Usui, irritates Misaki because he flatly refuses girls who confess their love to him. Misaki secretly works part-time at a maid café called Maid
Latte to support her family, as her father left them with a large debt, however she is discovered by Usui and fears her secret will be exposed at school. After listening to misaki's reasons for working, Usui keeps her secret and chooses to do she by regularly visiting Misaki at work as a client. When Misaki is sick due to stress and fatigue, Usui notices and
advises Misaki to loosen up, but she refuses At work, three male students from her school, whom she regularly mocks as the Goofy Trio, discover Misaki in her uniform. The three begin harassing Misaki, but Usui intervenes. Misaki apologizes to Usui before fainting. After Misaki recovers, Usui tells Misaki that he asks the boys to keep it a secret and teases
her about becoming his personal maid for a day as his reward. 2Maid-Sama at the School FestivalSym: Gakuensai demo Meido-sama! (Japanese: 学園祭まもメイド様!) On 8 April 2010 (2010-04-08)[11] For the upcoming annual school festival, Misaki wanted to use the opportunity to improve the school's image and encourage more girls to enroll. The
problem arose with grades 2-2 because the boys' activity proposal was to try to sexually exploit girls. The boys ask Usui to persuade Misaki to accept their idea, but he puts very little effort into doing so and misaki instead decides that class 2-2 will host a café at the suggestion of the three girls in the class. Later, Usui warns Misaki that her hostility towards
the boys will eventually backfire. On the day of the festival, everything went well and there was a large number of girls. However, she discovers that the boys of grades 2-2 are cosplaying in period military uniforms, taking over the café and rounding the girls up as prisoners. Misaki scolds the boys, but they turn on her and let the girls run the café alone. When
Misaki runs the café, she accidentally calls a patron a master but Usui also covers her up by acting as a male host, making the café famous. Witnessing the action from the classroom window, the boys return and serve the customers properly, making the café a success. During the festival, Usui finds Misaki resting under a tree, where she thankes him for his
help, although Usui continues to tease her about becoming his personal maid. What color is 3Misaki? Natural colors? Perinounce: Misaki wa Nani Iro? Tennen Shoku? (Japanese: 美咲は何⾊?⼤然⾊?) On April 15, 2010 (2010-04-15)[12] Maid Latte decided to organize a Little Sister's Day where maids dress and act as sisters for their clients. Misaki has
difficulty acting, as she has no experience as a sister, and her sister is not a perfect example. Her boss, Satsuki, decides Misaki can ignore the event by changing her shift, but her colleague, Honoka, accuses Satsuki of bias and Misaki does not take it seriously, persuading Misaki to do some research and practice. When Little Sister's Day arrives, Misaki
perfects a sister's actions and astonishes her clients, at least until Usui arrives. His constant teasing and demanding things that can not cause Misaki to lose his vase but when he leaves, Misaki (still in personality) begged him not to go, causing everyone in Maid Latte to be attracted to her moeness. Then at when Usui refuses another confession from a girl,
he witnesses Misaki rescue a student from a falling ladder. Noting that she was injured by the ladder, he persuaded her to bandage in the infirmary. Afterwards, Maid Latte is organising a Maid Rangers Day and Misaki vents her anger at the Goofy Trio dress up as white Maid Ranger - white suggested by Usui to Misaki due to her refusal to be influenced by
others. 4Net Idol AoiTranscription: Netto Aidoru Aoi-chan (Japanese: ネットアイドルAOIちゃ⼦)April 22, 2010 (2010-04-22)[13] Maid Latte was visited by Aoi, a famous network idol. Aoi decides to stay with Satuski for a while due to a fight with her father, and is delighted to be wearing the café's uniform, much to Satsuki's disapathy. Meanwhile, the café
chef can not work and therefore Usui volunteers to help and impress women with his own slightly modified version of Omelet Rice. Aoi finds Usui attractive but he constantly ignores her advances. She is so persistent that Usui pushes her to the dressing room floor as soon as Misaki arrives to push him away and slaps Aoi for repeatedly trying to attract his
attention. It was later revealed that Aoi, in fact a cross-dressed boy, knew something Satsuki knew all along and that both Usui and Misaki discovered from the beginning earlier. Aoi reveals he ran away because his classmates mocked him for loving cute things, and his father disliked him wearing cross-clothes. Misaki and Usui persuade Aoi to return home,
but not before Aoi promises to make them all fall on him. Later, Aoi returned to Maid Latte and criticized Misaki for not wearing feminine clothes. Later, when Misaki and Aoi go out, Aoi resolves to make her more feminine but eventually looks at Misaki alone taking down a thief and they eventually agree that the two should only be themselves. Regardless, Aoi
sends misaki a cute dress, much to her embarrassment. 5First Time Minding the ShopTranscription: Hajimete no Orusuban (Japanese: 初めてのお留守番)April 29, 2010 (2010-04-29)[14] Satsuki warns One night, Misaki is captured by stalkers - also patrons - as she is closing the cafe alone and taken upstairs to be handcuffed and duct tape on her mouth.
Usui hears a noise inside Maid Latte and is about to kick in the window to rescue Misaki, but as soon as he is about to move, Misaki breaks the chain on the handcuffs and defeats them with her Aikido, breaking their impression that she is a girl of obey. A few days later, Aoi returned to Maid Latte to give everyone (including Usui) a cell phone photo of Misaki
wearing the dress he had made, many Misaki's horror. 6Men &amp; the Ayuzawa Cram SchoolEdu sound: Otoko‧Ayuzawa Juku! (Japanese: 男‧鮎沢塾!) On 6 May 2010 (2010-05-06)[15] Misaki acquired a group of school fans, the Inuyama quintuplet brothers. While the boys are well-natured, they want to know everything about her, and this can reveal
her secret part-time job. She tries to dodge them, mostly with Usui's help, but she is torn between telling them the truth and risking the good image they have of her. She and Usui have an argument on the school rooftop and Usui accidentally drops a photo of her wearing a maid uniform in the direction of the Inuyama brothers. When she panicked, Usui
assured her that he would get it back, but not before stealing her first kiss. He jumped from the roof and took the photo while falling into the school pool. A relieved Misaki calls him an idiot for making her nervous. The brothers hear noises in the pool, but thanks to Usui's performance, the brothers think Misaki is Usui's bodyguard. He convinces them not to
follow Misaki anymore, thus keeping her secret safe. At the hospital, Misaki visits Usui but leaves in disgust when he asks her to take care of him in her maid costume. 7 President of the Student Council of MiyabigaokaThe audio: Miyabigaoka Gakuen Seitokaichō Tōjō (Japanese: 雅ヶ丘学園⽣徒⻑登場)1 2010 (2010-05-13)[16] Misaki still thinks of Usui's kiss
(which she dismisses as a simple tease after Usui kisses Yukimura to make her feel comfortable again) when she receives a phone call from friends Sakura and Shizuko asking her to stop a fight between two students Seika High School and three students from the prestigious Miyabigaoka Academy. After initially blaming the Seika students, she learned from
them that the real fight began when one of the Miyabigaoka students called Hirofumi Kogane insulted their interest in chess and called them flies. They arrive at Miyabigaoka Academy, and Misaki tells Hirofumi that her classmates will apologize if he apologizes first. He agrees to do this, but only if they can beat him in chess - which Usui does, humiliating him.
Later, the Miyabigaoka Student Council led by President Tora Igarashi went to Seika High School to apologize to Misaki for Hirofumi's behavior. Tora grants Misaki a scholarship to Miyabigaoka Academy and Misaki is impressed with his polite manners. At Maid Latte, a special Ladies Day event is held, where maids dress up as handsome men. Misaki
becomes popular with female clients, but Usui annoys her when he reminds her that she is still a girl. Meanwhile, Tora learns about Misaki's part-time job and reveals her potentially lustful nature. 8Misaki Goes to MiyabigaokaEdi: Misaki, Miyabigaoka Gakuen e Nhật: Misaki to Yagaoka Gakuen)May 20, 2010 (2010-05-20)[17] (2010-05-20)[17] Sakura is an
avid fan of indie rock band UxMishi, and loves singer, Kuuga. Sakura invites Misaki and Shizuko to a tea party the band is holding, where the goofy Trio also happens to be part-time waiter. During the meeting, Kuuga begins to take an interest in Misaki and ignores Sakura. When Misaki arrives at the bathroom, Kuuga and her group friend Kou follow her and
try to flirt. He tells Misaki that he has no feelings for Sakura and that the invitation to the party is just a fan service. Although Kou told him to stop, Kuuga continued to attack Misaki until Usui, disguised as a waiter, intervened. With Misaki unsure about how to deal with the situation, Usui gives her some advice. Back at the table, Kuuga continues to hit Misaki,
and hurts Sakura's feelings. Unsymed by Misaki, his flirting began to become insults and Sakura told him to stop. Misaki loses his temper and grabs his sleeve, telling him that she will not give Sakura to someone like him. After leaving the café, Shizuko exhorted Misaki for performing a scene at the café; and Sakura for not being careful about her choices in
boys. Sakura is comforted by Misaki with a pat on the head and Misaki hopes that Sakura will one day find someone who truly loves her. 11The bile of Takumi Usui approach! Pronunciation: Usui Takumi no Himitsu ni Semaru! (Japanese: 碓氷拓海の秘密に迫⼤!) On 10 June 2010 (2010-06-10)[20] Usui accidentally met Misaki's mother and helped her carry
groceries. To thank him, she invited him into the house for tea with Suzuna. When Misaki returned home, she was shocked to see him there and dragged him to the park, warning him not to come to her house again, following Usui's remarks about her life. Sakura and Shizuko see them together and wonder if they are dating. The next day, Sakura, Shizuko,
and Misaki decide to follow Usui to have a glimpse into his private life and confirm rumors that he is rich. Usui knew he was being chased and led them on a chase around town. After the girls decide to give up, Misaki finds Usui by walking outdoors, taking care of an abandoned kitten. She tries to deny being interested in Usui's private life, after he remarks
that this is the first time she has shown any interest in it and gives her her address just in case she changes her mind. Later, while Misaki looks through the instructions at her home, Usui is seen living alone in a high-rise apartment building with her kitten. 12Maid Sama &amp; the Sports FestivalTranscription: Taiikusai demo Meido-sama (Japanese: 体育祭ま
もメイド様)June 17, 2010 (2010-06-17)[21] , where the first prize is a kiss from the reluctant sakura, Misaki leads until one of the guys Try to push her in Pool to remove her. Usui saves her from falling and wins the race, but decides to refuse the prize, so Misaki wins as runner-up. Afterwards, Misaki participates in the costume race on Shizuko's behalf.
Inside the dressing tent, she was shocked to discover she had to wear a maid outfit but accidentally transferred it with Yukimura's costume. Yukimura is jealous of the boys for wearing it, the maid costume, which annoys Misaki. However Usui explains that because Yukimura is making a lot of effort into the event, others tease him because they can and
Misaki is determined to help him. So Usui and Misaki put together some cool outfits to wear and protect Yukimura, then finish the race with him. Yukimura likes himself, and Misaki is inspired to make the day even better next year. 13Idiots &amp; Juveniles &amp; Heroes &amp;... Pronunciation: Baka to Furyō to Hīrō to (Japanese: シカと不良とヒーシー
と)June 24, 2010 (2010-06-24)[22] Gouki Aratake, the strongest offender in Seisen High School, aspires to be like her reformed superior, former gang leader Shiroyan (White Devil), who is actually Naoya Shirakawa of the Goofy Trio, but when watching them a little , the gang defers Naoya has become soft. Aratake appears at Seika High School and kidnaps
a cross-dressing Yukimura, whom they confuse with Naoya's girlfriend. Misaki, Usui, The Goofy Trio and Aoi (who studied at Seisen) go to rescue him. After disguising themselves as a few of their friends, they sneak into Aratake's hideout and find him arguing with one of his friends about Naoya. A hand-to-hand match broke out between Naoya and Aratake,
which Naoya won. Aratake reveals he just wants to be as strong as Naoya, who gives him some words of motivation. With this challenge, the Idiot Trio introduces Misaki to the gang as their Chief Maid President, a gangster more fearful than them, horrifying her. In the midst of the chaos, people forget about Yukimura. 14Soutane Kano of Class 17Transcription: Ichinen Nanakumi Kanō Sōtarō (Japanese: 1年7組叶爽太郎)July 1, 2010 (2010-07-01)[23] The Student Council A girl-hating freshman named Soutarou Kano is against it, and tries to derail their work by hypnotizing people, but he is stopped by Usui, who is immune to his abilities. In revenge against Usui, he hypnotizes Misaki hating Usui
forever if she falls asleep within 24 hours. Misaki stays up all night with Usui's help, but Kano hypnotizes Yukimura to give her a sleepy painkiller, which makes her extremely sleepy. With five minutes left before the deadline, she fell asleep and asked Usui if she would remember the feelings of gratitude she had for him and hoped she would have the
opportunity to thank him properly. Usui hugs her, vows that he will save her as much as she wants and will make Fall for him all over again. 15Bespectacled Rabbit at the Open CampusTranscription: Gakkō Kengaku-kai de Megane Usagi After initially trying to escape, Kano begins working with the girls and overcomes his dislike for them, which comes from a
childhood experience. Dressed as a house manager with a hood and rabbit ears, he tries to help a high school girl overcome her fear of men, and then thanks Misaki for helping him. Misaki then thanked Usui for helping sports clubs in the only way she could think of, by patting him on the head. 16Maid Latte at the Beach HouseEdued: Umi no Ie de mo
Meido Rate (Japanese: 海の家まもメイドラテ)July 15, 2010 (2010-07-15)[25] Satsuma's sister Nagisa invites the Maid Latte crew to her beach resort, accompanied by Aoi and Usui. The girls decide to help at the resort by holding a Maid café event one day to attract customers, however Misaki is not interested in wearing a swimsuit uniform. Usui gives her
a hickey on her back that forces her to wear a T-shirt to hide it. Later that night, the women go out to the local hot springs to celebrate, but Misaki reluctantly decides to stay after being spooked by Honoka's ghost story and hickey. She then rushed after them alone, ing believeing they had left their tickets behind. She got lost in the street, and was terrified
when Usui grabbed her. Recognizing his mistake, Usui hugged Misaki calmly while apologizing. Aoi arrives and sees them, and tells Misaki to just admit she likes Usui. Upon arriving at the hot spring, Misaki realizes her efforts are in vain because the tickets she has are only a surcharge. 17Usui becomes enemyThe sound: Usui, Teki ni Mawaru (Japanese: 碓
氷、敵に回⼤)July 22, 2010 (2010-07-22)[26] On the second day of the summer vacation, Nagisa agreed to allow her nephew Aoi to wear a cross skirt if he won the mixed beach volleyball tournament. Impressed by Aoi's determination, Misaki accepted his offer to become a volleyball partner. Erika and Usui also surprised everyone when participating in the
tournament. Both teams easily defeated their opponents, leaving them facing off in the final round. Misaki is disappointed that Usui is doing her best to defeat them and blur her anger, much to the surprise and embarrassment of the crowd. Misaki makes a dangerous save for the ball, taking her towards the referee's stand, but Usui jumps onto the road and is
injured. Aoi and Misaki win the tournament, but Misaki skips the winning party to reconcile with Usui. At the beach, Usui he only participates in tournaments to prevent Misaki from becoming a Beach Princess and is exploited. Misaki is touched, but when they are about to kiss, they are interrupted by a sudden explosion of fireworks. When their vacation
ended, people decided to take group photos. 18Maid Sama is a FootmanTranscription: Meido-sama de mo Futtoman (Japanese: メイド様でもフットマン)July 29, 2010 (2010-07-29)[27] Miyabigaoka Student Council returns because Kanade Maki wants to buy Maid Latte for the Family In Disguise, Misaki and Subaru decide to attend a men-only footman
audition to demonstrate the skills of Maid Latte staff. As the audition became more difficult, Subaru was revealed to be a girl and eliminated. Misaki also discovers that Kano and Yukimura, and Aoi and Usui, are also auditioning. Aoi was eliminated for being under of age, and Tora hinted that Usui and Misaki could stay as a team if they could prove their
eligibility. Misaki passes the sex test by grabbing Usui's hand and placing it on her flat chest, tricking people into thinking she is a boy. Misaki and Usui are allowed to pair and move on to the next round. 19Footman Through a Change of PairsMound: Pea Kuminaoshi de Futtoman (Japanese: ペア組み直⼤まフットマン)August 5, 2010 (2010-08-05)[28]
During the second round of the audition Usui also faced Yukimura's curiosity by 2010 2010 2010 and mentioning Misaki as a boy. Before the third round begins, Misaki falls from the high stage and Usui rescues her. As Usui tries to hide his injury, Misaki decides to take on duty in the third round to hide it. This raises Maki's suspicions, but Usui tries to cover it
up by playing the violin. When Misaki discovers Usui's injury, she asks him to stop and teach Maki about the importance of helping colleagues. Motivated by his speech, Maki decided to stop buying Maid Latte and move his house house café elsewhere. Misaki visits Usui's apartment to take care of him, and is surprised to find him living alone in a luxury
apartment. She apologizes for being too dependent on him, but he claims that he has also become dependent on her. 20The President is a Prince?! / Aoi and her cheerful companionSy: Fukukaichō wa Ōji-sama!? / Aoi to Yukai na Nakamatachi (副会⻑は王⼦様!? / AOIとユカイな仲間たち)August 12, 2010 (2010-08-12)[29] Everything went like As the girls
brace in their cabins, Misaki goes out to stop the boys and drives back with the help of Hinata and Usui. Usui then confronts Misaki about her feelings for Hinata, and she explains that she only sees him as a childhood friend. Relieved with her answer, Usui fainted on top of her from hunger. 23Maid Latte &amp; a Whole Bunch of SweetsEdo: Suītsu ōmori
meido rate (スイーツ⼤盛⼦メイドラテ)September 2, 2010 (2010-09-02)[32] Erika asks Misaki for help after accidentally promising to date a customer against Maid Latte's policy if he wins the whole sweet eating competition you can eat of the café. Misaki joins the competition in disguise to ensure he loses, however Hinata eventually defeats everyone and
is chosen a maid to serve and take pictures with him. Hinata naturally chooses Misaki as his maid. Satsuki and Erika come up with a plan to keep Misaki's secret in disguise, but Misaki struggles to deceive Hinata and decides to reveal his secret to him. Usui was irritated by her feelings for Hinata and began to consider him a serious opponent. He asks Misaki
about their relationship and warns Hinata not to approach Misaki. However, she is only confused by their jealous quarrels. 24Lovey-Dovey Through Latte Magic ♥Transcription: Rate Majikku de Meromerorin ♥ ♥ 2010 (2010-09-09)[33] The competition between Hinata and Usui escalated and Misaki forced them out of the student council room. Misaki's mother

meets Hinata, and he accompany her home, where he explains to Misaki that he is trying to find the cherry tree where they used to play. At Maid Latte the next day, the maids are cosplaying the characters in the witch-witch anime and Misaki is acting a little nervously around Usui. Hinata arrives and the jealous tension between him and Usui escalates to the
point where Usui decides to leave. Hinata asks Misaki to throw a spell at him so he can find the cherry tree. After her shift, Aoi asks Misaki to explain her relationship with Usui. She ponders her answer while taking out the garbage and finds Usui waiting for her - wanting to know the same answer. To hide her embarrassment, Misaki punches Usui, but he
stops it and tells her that he will make his feelings clear instead. He did so by dragging her into a hug and murmuring a non-lying spell in her ear, asking her to answer his question honestly. She replied slightly off the topic, but stopped resisting her hug. Meanwhile, Hinata finds the cherry tree and convinces himself that his encounter with Misaki has been
shaped. 25Hinata &amp; Misaki &amp; UsuiEdi: Hinata to Misaki to Usui-kun (Japanese: 陽向と美咲と碓氷く⼦)September 16, 2010 (2010-09-16) think about Misaki. Sakura invites Misaki and Shizuko to Yumesaki's Cultural Festival, where UxMishi is playing a concert, as ensuring misaki that Kuuga has changed for the better. Usui is also invited after
begging Misaki for him to come. At Maid Latte, the café hosts Fortune Teller Day. As a fortune teller, Erika tells Hinata and Usui that their relationship with Misaki is as flat as a paper ball and in contrast to fire and water respectively. Usui waits for Misaki to finish her shift and is depressed about her fortune, prompting Misaki to ask if he will give her up for a
fortune – and make her blush. Hinata is overheard and upset. The next day, Hinata helps Misaki clean up the school and eventually makes them both wet. With wet and revealing clothes, Usui wears her shirt and comes with her to change. Hinata cries after he realizes what his friends from high school warned him about - that Misaki may have loved
someone else. Later, at the Yumesaki Festival, Misaki and Usui were separated from Sakura and Shizuko among the UxMishi fan crowd. With no way to reunite with them, Usui suggested they enjoy the festival together instead. 26The cruel Ayuzawa &amp; Usui the Idiot! Pronunciation: Zurusugiruyo Ayuzawa, Usui no Aho! (Japanese: ずす⼤ぎ⼤よ鮎沢、
碓氷のアホ!) On September 23, 2010 (September 23, 2010)[35] After fleeing the crowd, Usui and Misaki participated in a competition for couples. Despite her initial reluctance, Usui's teasing provoked Misaki and they completed the competition and won special tickets for fireworks after the festival. After the UxMishi concert, Misaki tries to find Sakura and
Shizuko, only to find Kuuga instead. Misaki reassures her that Kuuga is serious about Sakura, while Kuuga wonderes why Misaki has not dated Usui and accuses her of being cruel to him. After the festival, Misaki and Usui wear Romeo and Juliet costumes as part of their awards, and go to an empty classroom to get a better view of the fireworks. With
Kuuga's words in her thoughts, Misaki confesses to Usui that she does not understand her feelings for him, but wants to be with him. He hugged her, told her that he loved her, and they kissed in the fireworks. Then they walk around the festival hand in hand. As people continue their daily lives, Suzuna reveals that she knows her sister likes a boy, Aoi is living
with Satsuki again and Hinata still vows to win Misaki's heart. OVAIt's an Omake (New Special Episode)Pronounced: Omake dayo (Shinsaku Tokubetsu Episōdo) (Japanese: おまけだよ (新作特別シソード)) 2011 (2011-05-11) (DVD release) After the maid uniform is damaged, Misaki asks Suzuna to fix it while she receives Suzuna's award given by Shizuko
and Sakura. Much to her disapathy, her mother and Try on her fixed maid uniform before finally getting it back on her. While taking a stone to use to make Tsukemono, Hinata and Usui went to the Ayuzawa mansion to give them some vegetables provided by Hinata's grandfather. After dinner, Misaki asks Usui if he still takes care of the kitten he adopts and
he replies that he is, but has not yet named it. Misaki suggested that he name the kitten Licht after the tea tin delivered to Suzuna. Usui thinks it's a great name because Licht is German and Dutch for Light. Reference ^ Tokyopop announces New Manga Titles (Update 2). Anime News Network. July 5, 2008. Retrieved April 10, 2010. ^ Maid Sama! Staff Cast
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